


WELCOME TO MR & MRS FOR PEOPLE, THE HOME
OF HIGH QUALITY CAR FRAGRANCES

Innovative iconic design, aesthetic refinement and a
fascination with the finest fragrances come together in these
unique car fragrances and car freshener collections.

A unique range of playful designs coupled with French and
Italian fragrances.  

Our products carry powerful geographic associations with
Italian attitude, history, culture and style. A Love of life,
Innovative iconic design, aesthetic refinement, fascination with
the finest materials and world class fragrances. These designs
are brought to life at our production facilities in the North of
Italy W
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WHO
WE ARE

Joy Fragrances Family was born in
2010 from an idea by Massimo
Esposito and Simona Guerini - a
couple in life and at work- with the
aim to create Designed & Made in
Italy scented objects, aimed to the
Home and Car worlds



We trust in the power of design
applied to olfactory emotions and
we think that true luxury, today
more than ever, coincides with a
sensory experience.
An experience that we want
everyone to try, without distinctions
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OUR 
MISSION

We make colorful, fun and «POP» products in
the original sense of the term.

Design for us means freedom, democracy,
experimentation, an uninterrupted Journey
in search of beauty and wellness, a means
to make art accessible to all.



CAR
PERFUMES

We want to revolutionise
the way of living and

"furnishing" Cars, which
we have always

considered as an actual
room, like our Home

 



CESARE
Choose Cesare because

you are what you are
 

INTRODUCING



Cesare is beauty, diversity and inclusion. Cesare is
a statement, identity and self-determination.
Cesare marches with Mr and Mrs Fragrance
towards a new world smelling of freedom and
vanilla, of love and peppermint.
Render unto Cesare what belongs to Cesare,
because he will take it anyway. With a smile, a
caress, a fragrant embrace

I AM CESARE



GIGI
choose Gigi because you

are in love

INTRODUCING



Gigi is a marshmallow-tasting I
love you. Gigi is a kiss on the cheek
from your favourite person. Gigi is
car tenderness: cuteness in traffic,
sweetness on the highway. Gigi is
trusting, cuddle up and fall asleep,
certain you will want him next to
you even after a long journey. Love
is in the air: with Gigi it won’t be an
adventure, but a splendid trip
together

I AM 
GIGI



JEFF
choose Jeff because you
are elegant

INTRODUCING



Jeff comes in chrome or soft
touch, in a range of 12
irresistible shades. A touch of
design with a strong
personality, that adds a
special touch to the car with
his strength and beauty. Jeff
is your car’s new friend, one
that brings colour and
design to every journey 

I AM 
JEFF



TITO
choose Tito because

you're pop

INTRODUCING



 
Tito is smart, ironic, coloured. What
fragrance does 15 minutes of well-
deserved fame have? Fresh air,
mint, lime and vanilla.
Tito is a mural in the Lower East
Side, a Polaroid on the red carpet, a
refrain stuck in your head.
Tito is a meme becoming art; a gif
that is never the same; an emoji
narrating brightly coloured shiver
that accompanies every invention

I AM 
TITO



GIORGINO
choose Giorgino because

you're a superhero

INTRODUCING



Small, but with a superhero G on
his chest, Giorgino embraces
the entire vehicle with a
pleasant fragrance. With his
POP Vitruvian man and super
essential shape, he is definitely
a good-looking guy to keep
around

I AM 
GIORGINO




